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Abstract. The re-injection of associated sour gas, with high H2S and CO2 content, into the reservoir is
proposed to be an effective development method due to its low investment cost and high oil recovery. The
aim of this work is to present the phase behavior and miscible mechanism of crude oil displaced by associated
sour gas. Based on the equation of state and the phase equilibrium theory, the phase behavior of crude oil mixed
with various gases (associated sour gas, H2S, CO2 and CH4) have been analyzed. Then, the miscibility of asso-
ciated sour gas was determined by calculating its Minimum Miscible Pressure (MMP) and the effect of sour
component fraction on miscibility was evaluated. Moreover, a series of numerical simulations modeling 1D
slim-tube were conducted using a compositional simulator to study the miscible mechanism in the displacement
of crude oil with associated sour gas. The results show that the injection of H2S can reduce the bubble point
pressure of crude oil and therefore is beneficial to prevent the crude oil degassing; nevertheless, the injection
of CO2 has little effect on it. The miscible ability of associated sour gas decreases as its sour component fraction
decreases. It is observed that the crude oil displaced by associated sour gas and sweet gas both show a combined
condensing/vaporizing mechanism, with miscible zone in the middle of transition zone. However, the vaporiz-
ing-gas drive mechanism is slightly stronger than the condensing-gas drive mechanism during the displacement
by associated sour gas while is significantly stronger during the displacement by sweet gas.

1 Introduction

Gas injection to improve oil recovery has been researched
and successfully applied in many oil fields all over the world
for almost one half century (Arne et al., 2000; Chen, 1995;
Knut and Lars, 2002; Murty and Al-Khayat, 1989; Teletzke
et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2013). Gas injection not only is a
pressure maintenance program, which can support the
reservoir pressure and thereby increase the rate of oil
production, but also is an important way for enhanced oil
recovery by achieving miscibility (Tang et al., 2001;
Zakaria, 2011; Zhu et al., 2015). Recently, the most com-
mon injection mediums are hydrocarbon, CO2, N2 and flue
gas (Chen et al., 2011; Kulkarni and Rao, 2005; Meng et al.,
2018). Guo (Guo et al., 2000) researched the influence of
injection gas (CO2, N2, CH4 and flue gas) on physical
behavior of crude oil.

The mechanisms of miscibility have been extensively
discussed in literature (Johns et al., 1994, Li et al., 2006;
Tang et al., 2004; 2005). Traditionally, the crude oil dis-
placed by injected gas may achieve miscibility in two ways:
condensing-gas drive mechanism and vaporizing-gas drive

mechanism. When the gas is rich in intermediate
component, the intermediate component in the gas will con-
dense into the crude oil thus making the oil richer and
richer, until it becomes rich enough to be miscible with
the fresh injected gas. The condensing-gas drive process is
shown in Figure 1a. The miscible zone of condensing-gas
drive is located behind the immiscible zone (two-phase
region). However, in the vaporizing-gas drive process, the
intermediate component of the crude oil is stripped into
the gas, which makes the gas richer and richer. Eventually,
if the crude oil is rich enough, the gas becomes so enriched
with the intermediate component that it becomes miscible
with the original crude oil. The vaporizing-gas drive
process is shown in Figure 1b. The miscible zone of
vaporizing-gas drive is located on the front of the immisci-
ble zone. The crude oil displaced by enriched gas can dis-
play features of both condensing and vaporizing drives
(Stalkup, 1987; Zick, 1986). They pointed out that above
an apparent minimum miscibility pressure, the condens-
ing/vaporizing mechanism can generate displacements that
are effectively miscible, although true miscibility may not
actually be developed.

The re-injection of associated sour gas, with high H2S
and CO2 content, are being conducted in many reservoirs,* Corresponding author: hecongge1988@163.com
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such as Tengiz oil field in western Kazakhstan (Sabyrzhan
et al., 2010). On the one hand, the re-injection of associated
sour gas can reduce the investment cost as the desulphur-
ization equipment is not required. On the other hand, it
can maintain the reservoir pressure and realize miscibility,
thus achieving high oil recovery (Xu et al., 2015; Zhang
et al., 2016). High H2S and CO2 content in associated sour
gas may make the phase behavior and miscible mechanism
different from usually injected gas, such as pure CO2, pure
CH4 and enriched gas. The main focus of this paper is to
investigate the phase behavior and miscible mechanism of
crude oil displaced by associated sour gas. In this paper,
the phase behavior of crude oil mixed with various gases
(associated sour gas, H2S, CO2 and CH4) was firstly
analyzed based on the equation of state and the phase
equilibrium theory. Then, the miscibility of associated sour
gas was determined and the effect of sour component frac-
tion on miscibility was evaluated. Moreover, a series of
numerical simulations modeling 1D slim-tube were con-
ducted to present the miscible mechanism in the displace-
ment of crude oil with associated sour gas. On the basis,
the effect of pressure and injected gas composition (associ-
ated sour gas, sweet gas and CH4) on miscibility was
analyzed in detail.

2 Phase behavior analysis

The crude oil of K oil field in Kazakhstan was divided into
nine pseudo-components according to its characterization.
The composition of crude oil and associated sour gas are
given in Table 1. The C20+ fraction of the crude oil has a
molar mass about 437.91 g/mol and density about
907 kg/m3. Table 1 shows that the crude oil is sour contain-
ing approximately 14.69% H2S and 4.12% CO2. The associ-
ated sour gas, which is re-injected into the reservoir to
enhance oil recovery, contains 17.42% H2S and 4.92%

CO2. The bubble point of crude oil is about 28 MPa at
the reservoir temperature of 373.15 K.

Based on the software of Eclipse PVTi developed by
Schlumberger, the critical parameters of EOS for each com-
ponent are obtained through fitting PVT experimental
results. Figure 2 shows that the fitting results coincide with
the experimental data very well. The critical parameters of
EOS for each component are presented in Table 1.

Based on the phase equilibrium model (Chueh and
Prausnitz, 1967; Obut et al., 1986; Yang and Wei, 2004)
and SRK equation of state (Soave, 1972), the phase behav-
ior of crude oil mixed with various gases (associated sour
gas, H2S, CO2 and CH4) was performed as shown in
Figure 3. The injection gas mole fraction (f) is 0.3, which
is defined as the mole ratio of injection gas and crude oil.
Figure 3 shows that the critical point of crude oil after
injecting gas moves closer to original reservoir conditions
(the original reservoir temperature and pressure are
373.15 K and 77.8 MPa respectively). For example, the crit-
ical temperature and pressure of crude oil are 592 K and
28.4 MPa and they move to 518 K and 33.1 MPa after
injecting associated sour gas. It means that the crude oil
becomes more volatile after injecting gas. Figure 3 also indi-
cates that the two-phase region becomes narrower after
injecting H2S and becomes wider after injecting CH4.
Whereas, the two-phase region changes little after injecting
associated sour gas and injecting CO2. For instance, the
bubble point pressure of crude oil decreases from 28 MPa
to 21.8 MPa after injecting H2S and increases to 37.8 after
injecting CH4 at the reservoir temperature. The bubble
point pressure of crude oil after injecting associated sour
gas and injecting CO2 are 30.1 MPa and 29.2 MPa at the
reservoir temperature, respectively. From the analysis, it
is demonstrated that the injection of H2S can reduce the
bubble point pressure of crude oil and therefore is beneficial
to prevent the crude oil degassing; nevertheless, the injec-
tion of CO2 has little effect on it.

(a) condensing-gas drive (b) vaporizing-gas drive

Fig. 1. Classic miscible mechanism schematic.
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The influence of injection gas mole fraction on the phase
behavior of crude oil is shown in Figure 4. It indicates that
the critical point of crude oil moves closer to original reser-
voir conditions when the injection gas mole fraction is
greater; that is, the greater the injection gas mole fraction,
the crude oil becomes more volatile. The green line within
the two phase region in Figure 4 represents constant liquid
saturation and its value is 50%. It can be easily found in
Figure 4 that the pressure differentials between the bubble
point pressure and the pressure crossing the 50% liquid sat-
uration line at the reservoir temperature are 11.9 MPa,
8.5 MPa and 4.8 MPa with the injection gas mole fraction
of 0, 0.3 and 0.5, respectively. It means the shrinkage of

crude oil becomes higher when the injection gas mole frac-
tion is greater. Higher shrinkage is caused by a greater con-
centration of intermediate hydrocarbons in crude oil due to
more gas injection.

3 Miscible mechanism analysis

3.1 Minimum Miscible Pressure (MMP)

Minimum Miscible Pressure (MMP) is a key parameter in
the design of gas flooding. Recently, there are several meth-
ods available to calculate MMP. Experimental methods

Table 1. The pseudo-composition of crude oil and associated sour gas and the critical parameters of EOS.

Components Oil
composition
(mol%)

Solution gas
composition
(mol%)

Molecular
weight
(g/mol)

Pc

(MPa)
Tc

(K)
Omega

A
Omega

B
Acentic
factor

H2S 14.69 17.42 34.08 8.94 373.6 0.5 0.1 0.1
CO2 4.12 4.92 44.01 7.39 304.7 0.49 0.07 0.23
C1 49.36 59.03 16.04 4.6 190.6 0.43 0.07 0.01
C2 7.32 8.7 30.07 4.88 305.4 0.49 0.07 0.1
C3–4 7.22 8.05 49.81 4.08 411.1 0.48 0.11 0.17
C5–6 3.04 1.72 77.11 3.26 498.9 0.45 0.11 0.26
C7–10 6.5 0.16 113.34 2.7 743.9 0.51 0.09 0.34
C11–20 5.34 0 190.08 1.93 754.4 0.43 0.09 0.51
C20+ 2.41 0 437.91 1.22 909.4 0.46 0.08 0.8

(a) liquid viscosity (b) liquid density

(c) Gas-oil ratio                                (d) Oil relative volume

Fig. 2. The fitting of PVT experimental results.
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include slim-tube experiment, rising bubble method and
vanishing interfacial tension method (Zhang et al., 2016).
The rising bubble method and the vanishing interfacial ten-
sion method do not have the proper interactions of flow
with phase behavior necessary to develop multi-contact
miscibility. Slim-tube experiment, which uses actual reser-
voir fluids, can provide a reliable estimate and now is
regarded as the standard procedure for predicting MMP.
The crude oil of K oilfield displaced by the associated sour
gas in the slim-tube is conducted at various pressures. The
recovery at 1.2 PV injectant against the pressure is plotted
in Figure 7. It shows that the MMP of the associated sour
gas is 28 MPa. Since slim-tube experiment is expensive and
time consuming in practice, we resort to the analytical
method, such as mixing-cell method (Abiodun et al.,
2012), to analyze the effect of injection gas composition
on MMP. In mixing-cell method, repeated contacts of equi-
librium gas and oil with fresh gas and oil are made until the

key tie line is found. The advantage of the mixing-cell
method is that it is very fast and the result also is reliable.
The MMP of the associated sour gas calculated by mixing-
cell method is 27.85 MPa. Compared to the slim-tube
experiment result of 28 MPa, a relative error of 0.5% sup-
ports the reliability and correctness of the mixing-cell
method. On the basis, the MMP of different injection gas
composition were calculated by mixing-cell method to
determine their miscible ability and the result is shown in
Figure 5. From Figure 5, it can be easily found that the mis-
cible ability decrease in the following order: H2S, C2H6,
associated sour gas, CO2 and CH4. The MMP of H2S has
the minimum value of 21 MPa and that of CH4 has the
maximum value of 44 MPa. As the associated sour gas con-
sists mainly of 59.03% CH4 and contains 17.42% H2S and
4.92% CO2, the miscible ability is in between CH4 and H2S.

Understanding the impact of the gas compositional
changes on the MMP is essential to optimal design of
field-wide pressure management. In order to evaluate the
effect of sour components (H2S and CO2) in the associated
sour gas on MMP, the MMP of various levels of sour gas
fraction were calculated by the mixing-cell method and
the result is shown in Figure 6. A sour component fraction
of 1 means the injectant is the original associated sour gas
while a sour component fraction of zero means the corre-
sponding sour component is excluded completely and other
components are normalized. Figure 6 shows that the lower
the sour gas component fraction, the greater the MMP. In
other words, the miscible ability of associated sour gas
decreases with the decrease of its sour component fraction.
Re-injecting associated sour gas directly without eliminat-
ing its sour component is more likely to achieve miscible dis-
placement. It also can be found that eliminating H2S from
the original associated sour gas has greater effect on misci-
ble ability than eliminating CO2. This is due to the fact that
H2S has greater miscible ability and larger content in the
associated sour gas of K oilfield than CO2.

3.2 Miscible mechanism of associated sour gas injection

To gain understanding about the miscible mechanism of
sour gas injection, we resort to slim-tube simulation based
on the Eclipse compositional simulator (E300) developed

Fig. 3. The influence of gas injection on P–T phase diagram
(injection gas mole fraction f = 0.3).

Fig. 4. The influence of injection gas mole fraction on P–T
phase diagram.
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by Schlumberger. The composition of components and their
critical parameters of EOS shown in Table 1 are inputted
into the Eclipse model. The grid size is 1000 � 1 � 1 and
the corresponding block dimensions are 0.001 m, 0.01 m
and 0.01 m. The injector is located at the first grid and
the producer is located at the last grid. The porosity is
6% and the permeability is 10 � 10�3 lm2. The pressure
drop across the slim-tube is ignored and the capillary pres-
sure between oil and gas was zero. The gas was injected at
the rate of 0.024 m3/h. Before conducting slim-tube dis-
placement experiments to investigate the miscible mecha-
nism of sour gas injection, the Eclipse model was
validated by comparing the oil recovery between slim-tube
experiment data and simulation results as shown in
Figure 7. It shows that the oil recovery obtained by Eclipse
model is consistent with that of slim-tube experiment under
the same pressure, which verifies the reliability of the
Eclipse model.

Figures 8–10 show the profiles within the slim-tube for
the displacement by associated sour gas with 0.4 PV of
associated sour gas injected at a pressure 28.2 MPa (just
above its MMP). Figure 8a shows that three zones that
are gas zone, transition zone and oil zone are formed in
the slim-tube. Gas zone and oil zone only contain a single
phase, that is, vapor phase or liquid phase. Therefore, the
interfacial tension in these zones is zero. Transition zone
contains vapor phase and liquid phase. As can be seen in
Figure 8b, the interfacial tension decreases, reaches a mini-
mum and then increases down the slim-tube in the transi-
tion zone. The middle position of the transition zone,
where the interfacial tension reaches minimum, is closest
to miscibility. The mechanism of crude oil displaced by
associated sour gas is not either the condensing-gas drive
mechanism or the vaporizing-gas drive alone. Instead, it
shows a combined condensing/vaporizing type. The middle
position seems to be the leading edge of vaporizing-gas drive
mechanism and be the trailing edge of condensing-gas drive
mechanism. The middle position divided the transition zone
into two regions: vaporizing zone and condensing zone.
Figure 8b also shows that the vaporizing zone is slightly
larger than the condensing zone. The vaporizing zone

extends from grid 327 to grid 397, a total of 70 grids,
while the condensing zone extends from grid 398 to grid
458, a total of 60 grids. It means that though the displace-
ment of crude oil by associated sour gas is a combined
condensing/vaporizing mechanism, the vaporization part
of mechanism is slightly stronger than the condensation
part of mechanism. The viscosity and density of vapor
phase and liquid phase are closest approach each other
but don’t converge to the same value at the point where
the interfacial tension reaches minimum as shown in
Figure 9. It should be pointed out that even though the
displacement pressure is above the MMP, the interfacial
tension at the middle position of the transition zone is
0.001, not zero. In other words, the true miscibility was
not achieved. Instead, it is kind of near miscibility. This is
the reason why the viscosity and density of vapor phase
and liquid phase at the middle position are very close to
each other but don’t converge to the same value.

Components profiles within slim-tube as shown in
Figure 10 indicate the formation process of the combined
condensing/vaporizing mechanism during the displacement
of crude oil by associated sour gas. The light intermediates,
such as C2–6, H2S and CO2, condense into the crude oil as
the associated sour gas contact the crude oil. This can be
reasonably extrapolated from Figure 10b which shows that
the mole fraction of light intermediates is higher than that
of the original crude oil. Meanwhile, the middle intermedi-
ates, such as C7–20, vaporize into the vapor as shown in
Figure 10c that the mole fraction of middle intermediates
is lower than that of the original crude oil. At first the con-
densation of the light intermediates causes the oil lighter
and then the vaporization of the middle intermediates
causes the oil heavier. This is the reason why the miscibility
happened in the middle of transition zone.

3.3 The effect of pressure on miscibility

In order to investigate the effect of pressure on miscibility,
the displacements of crude oil with associated sour gas were
simulated in slim-tube at various pressures. Figure 11a
shows the profiles within slim-tube after 0.4 PV of associ-
ated sour gas was injected at pressure of 33 MPa. As can
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(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Saturation and interfacial tension profile within the slim-tube for the displacement of crude oil by associated sour gas.

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

Fig. 10. Components profiles within slim-tube for the displacement of crude oil by associated sour gas.

(a)Viscosity (b) Density

Fig. 9. Viscosity and density profile within slim-tube for the displacement of crude oil by associated sour gas.
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be seen in Figure 11a, the displacement of crude oil by
associated sour gas at pressure of 33 MPa also shows a
combined condensing/vaporizing mechanism, very similar
to that of at pressure of 28.2 MPa, but the transition zone
at pressure of 33 MPa is much smaller than that of at pres-
sure of 28.2 MPa. For instance, the transition zone extends
from grid 328 to grid 458, a total of 130 grids, at pressure of
28.2 MPa; nevertheless, it just extends from grid 357 to grid
426, a total of 69 grids, at pressure of 33 MPa. It is also
worth noting that the interfacial tension at the middle posi-
tion of the transition zone is very small but not zero when
the pressure is 33 MPa, similar to that of at pressure of
28.2 MPa. That is, the true miscibility was not achieved
even though the displacement pressure is already above
the MMP. The simulations result shows that the near
miscibility rather than true miscibility was achieved during
displacement by the combined condensing/vaporizing
mechanism. Figure 11b shows that the transition zone dis-
appeared when the pressure increased to 36 MPa, which
means the injectant has become first-contact miscible with
the crude oil.

3.4 The effect of injected gas composition
on miscibility

In order to investigate the effect of injected gas composition
on miscibility, the displacements of crude oil with different
solvents were simulated in slim-tube. The associated gas is
sour containing 17.42% H2S and 4.92% CO2. The sweet gas
is defined as the associated sour gas with eliminating its
sour component (H2S and CO2). Figure 6 shows that the
MMP of sweet gas is about 31.9 MPa. Figure 12 shows
the saturation and interfacial tension profile within the
slim-tube for the displacement by sweet gas. These profiles,
again at 0.4 PV of gas injected, were generated during the
displacement with the pressure of 32.3 MPa, just above its
MMP. Figure 12 indicates that the displacement of crude
oil by sweet gas also shows a combined condensing/
vaporizing mechanism. Unlike the associated sour gas, the
vaporizing zone is significantly larger than the condensing
zone during the displacement by sweet gas, that is, the
vaporizing-gas drive mechanism is significantly stronger
than the condensing-gas drive mechanism during the

(a) (b)

Fig. 11. The effect of pressure on miscibility with associated sour gas injection. (a) P = 33 MPa, (b) P = 36 MPa.

(a) (b)

Fig. 12. Saturation and interfacial tension profile within slim-tube for the displacement of crude oil by sweet gas.
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displacement by sweet gas. For instance, the vaporizing
zone extends from grid 168 to grid 353, a total of 185 grids,
while the condensing zone extends from grid 354 to grid
457, a total of 103 grids. Figure 5 shows that the MMP of
CH4 is about 44 MPa. Figure 13 shows the saturation
and interfacial tension profile within slim-tube after
0.4 PV of CH4 was injected at pressure of 44.5 MPa. It
can be easily found that the displacement of crude oil by
CH4 is pure condensing-gas drive mechanism.

4 Conclusion

The following conclusions can be summarized from the
results of this work:

1. The two-phase region becomes narrower after inject-
ing H2S and becomes wider after injecting CH4. The
injection of H2S can reduce the bubble point pressure
of crude oil and therefore is beneficial to prevent the
crude oil degassing; nevertheless, the injection of
CO2 has little effect on it.

2. The miscible ability decrease in the following order:
H2S, C2H6, associated sour gas, CO2 and CH4. The
miscible ability of associated sour gas decreases with
the decrease of its sour component fraction. Re-
injecting associated sour gas directly without elimi-
nating its sour component is more likely to achieve
miscible displacement.

3. The mechanism of crude oil displaced by associated
sour gas and sweet gas both show a combined
condensing/vaporizing type, with miscible zone in
the middle of transition zone. Unlike the associated
sour gas, the vaporizing-gas drive mechanism is signif-
icantly stronger than the condensing-gas drive mech-
anism during the displacement by sweet gas.

4. The transition zone decreases with increasing pressure
and it would disappear when the injectant becomes
first-contact miscible with the crude oil.
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